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The Ancient Bells

THE THREE BELLS hanging at St Giles’ in 1553 were all

made locally.
The treble, or lightest bell, weighed 3% cwt and was the

work of John Woolley of Nottingham, made some time

between 1524 and 1536. It is thought to have served as the

Angelus bell, used in medieval times as a daily call to prayer

at sunrise and sunset. It was

inscribed Ave Maria: this

inscription has been preserved
and can be seen by the south

door of the church.

The other two bells came

from the founder of Richard

Mellers, one time mayor of

Nottingham. One of these bells,
cast around 1500 and weighing
51/2 cwt has been preserved
inside the church. It bears the

inscription Celorum Christe

placeat tihi rex sonus iste (May
this sound please Thee, O

Christ, King of Heaven).
The book of the church-

wardens’ accounts from 1759

onwards shows that the three

bells were being rung regularly
during the second half of the

eighteenth century. New bell

ropes were a common feature of the accounts, averaging out at

about one new rope each year. In 1762, a rope for ‘the Great

Bell’ cost ls 7d. Similarly, oil for the bells at 6d was a

common purchase.
The accounts also record the maintenance and repair work

carried out. At the end of 1773, 25 was paid ‘to William

Canon Wilkinson is seen with men/ram
the Loughborough hell/bundry when

the three bells were removed from the tower.

Savage for mending the bell wheel’ and, shortly afterwards,
ls was paid “for putting in the bell clapper.’ Then, in 1786,
John Plowright was paid 6d for ‘men‘dingthe bell’.

The belfry also received attention. In 1778, 8d was paid for

mending the belfry door and chamber floor. Then, in 1802, a

lock and key were bought for 25 8d and 6d paid for the lock to

be fitted to the belfry door.

For many years, there was a

payment of 3s 6d for a year’s
ringing. This was often

augmented by Is for ringing on

Christmas Day, another ls for

New Year, and 1s 6d for 5th

November. (The Book of

Common Prayer contained a

prayer of thanksgiving for

deliverance from the gunpowder
plot until it was removed in 1858

and the bells would have been

rung to mark the anniversary.)
Presumably one of the ancient

bells became cracked or other—

wise unusable for in June 1813

the church accounts record that

one of the bells was taken down,
at a cost of 9s 6d, and for a

further ls transported to

Nottingham. Later that year, in

November, 7s was paid for ‘the carriage of the new bell from

Nottingham &c’ and 5s 6d was paid to ‘Gill Handley for

assisting with the new and old bell’. The new bell itself cost

£29 9s 0d. It was cast by J and E Smith of Chesterfield and

weighed 5 cwt.

Kniek, Knack and Poof

OVER TIME, the condition of the three bells deteriorated

and, in 1933, the parish magazine published an article on

weddings, which admitted that ‘our ancient bells are so

un-joyous in their music that few brides claim the privilege of

awedding peal". Indeed, it was said that the bells were so out

of tune that they were known to residents as ‘Knick, Knack

and Poof’.

A few years later, in 1937, one might have been forgiven
for thinking that matters had improved for the magazine
reported ‘as part of the Coronation celebrations, it was

decided to give West Bridgford a surprise by arranging for a

peal of bells to be heard from the church tower. From all that

we hear, the surprise was agreeable and pleasant, so much so

that we are being urged to make the innovation a pennanent

thing.’ However, the next paragraph told the full story:

‘Gramophone records of famous bells are played on an

instrument under the belfry inside the church; wires are run

through the tower to an amplifier, and thence to loudspeakers
affixed to the base of the flagpole on the tower. The

reproduction is excellent, and the bells can be heard in all

parts of the district.’

It seems that this was seen as the way forward, for the

article ended by saying ‘it has been suggested that a

completely new and modern apparatus be installed as a

Coronation gift to the church by the parishioners, and

donations (large and small) should be handed in to the clergy
or wardens at once. We need the sum of £80 if the peal of

bells is to be retained.’

The improvement, however, was short-lived as this

reminiscence from the parish magazine in 1954 revealed:

‘Some years ago the writer of this article was crossing Trent

Bridge on his way to West Bridgford when he heard the

sound of bells and at first could not imagine where the sound

came from, but then remembered the apparatus in the Church

and the loud speakers on our Church Tower and the mystery
was solved. They sounded very well at that distance while the

whole thing was new, but how different it all became after

two or three years’ wear. The gramophone, the records and

those who heard the distorted noise “groanedand travailed in

pain together.”
The recordings were abandoned when the equipment wore

out in 1942.
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The First Tower Captain
NO ACCOUNT of the early days ofringing on the eight bells

at St Giles’ would be complete without mention of Wilf

Ratcliffe. The parish magazine printed this tribute to him in

1972 under the heading ‘Fifty years a bellringer’.
‘We offer our congratulations to Mr Wilfred Ratcliffe, the

tower captain at St Giles’, who has recently completed fifty
years as a bellringer. He first learnt to ring as a young man at

St Mary’s, Greasley, and for many years walked several times

a week the one and a half miles across the fields from his

home in Giltbrook, to ring there. It was not always just a

pleasant country stroll, since the path lay across a field Where

a bull was often kept and it was frequently Wilf‘s task to

shepherd Sunday School children safely across.

In 1947 he and his sisters came to live in West Bridgford,
but he still continued ringing at Greasley for a year or so until

he was sure that the local band was in capable hands. Then for

a time he helped out at Lenton, but when the eight bells were

installed in St Giles” in 1955 he became a founder member of

THE BELLRINGERS marked Wilf’s fifty years as a

bellringer with a surprise tea, attended by over fifty people.
The photograph shows some of those who attended. Wilf

Ratcliffe is standing left of centre with his youngest pupil at

the time, Helen Rising, in front of him. The Rector, Canon

Worwood is on the far right. The bellringers’ minute book

our own band and he has been its most stalwart member ever

smce.

Being an experienced ringer, he was soon asked to take on

responsibilities. In particular the responsibility of teaching
people to handle a bell fell largely on his shoulders, and

according to his own records he has since then taught well

over a hundred people. Another of his jobs has been to look

after the bells and their fittings, but whilst most tower keepers
would have been content to do just that, Wilf has devoted his

care and attention to the whole tower from the 'foot of the

stairs to the top of the flag pole, and our carpeted stairs and

ringers’ gallery are the envy of many other towers in the

district.

Perhaps Wilf’s greatest contribution, however, is the

example he has set over many years of coming out faithfully
and cheerfully, Sunday by Sunday and week by week, to carry
out his duties both as a ringer and as a loyal member of the

Church.’

recorded: ‘Our thanks go to Patrick Beacroft who quietly
organised the celebration. Wilf imagined he was opening the

tower to a band of visitors. By a careful piece of work by his

sisters, Wilf arrived in his best suit. This was the only way to

ensure that such a modest servant of the tower would not get
the chance to refuse the tribute we Wished to give him.’

The Next Fifty Years

OVER THE LAST FIFTY

'YEARS, as at most towers, there

have been times when the band of

ringers has been very strong and

active and other times when it has

been less so.

At present, we are pleased to

report that the band is benefiting
from an influx of experienced
ringers, Who are aiding the

development of the others. There

are few Sundays or practice nights
when the full eight bells cannot be

heard and there'is also a steady
stream of learners of all ages, and

more are always welcome.

The bells continue to be in

good condition and, not long ago,
a new carpet was fitted in in the

ringing chamber. So we look

forward with optimism to the next

fifty years of ringing at St Giles”.
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